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This paper presents an educational power system softr+are

package designed for introductory power system analysis course.

The software is called PC-POWER. it is an interactve and

graphics-driven personal computer package. It can be run on an

IBM PC, AT, XT or compatible personal computer with a CGA card or

equivalent. The software is capable of solving transmission Iine

representation, load flow, symmetrical three-phase fault,

uns¡rmmetrical faults and transient stability for predefined sma1l

power systems. The objective is for students to Iearn the

principles and the characteristics of power system and not the

numerical analysis. The software adopts smalI size predefined

power systens to demonstrate power system principles since the

principles are best learned by studying small systems.
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L. L Objective

The purpose of this research was to develop a user friendly

and highly portable personal computer software package for power

system study. The softr+are package is to be used as an

educational tool and as part of the laboratory facilities for a

introductory power system analysis course.

Chapter I

INMRODUCTIOh¡

L.2 Backgrotrnd

Computers have been used as powerful tools in the power

engineering profession for a long time. The first special purpose

analog computer, called an ac network analyzer was designed in

L929 to study the system operating conditions under the existing

and proposed conditions.

In the 1950s, large scale digital computers provided

sufficient capacity and speed to handle major power system

problems. In 1957 the American Electric Power Services

Corporation completed a large scale load flow program for the IBM

1



7O4. Because of the success of

technical, advancement in the design

computers alI subsequent studies

computer. (Stagg, pp. 1-2)

The changes in the industry have direct impact on the

educational environment. In the 1950s and 1960s, experiments were

usualì.y perfonmed with a miniature system comprising signal

generators, RLC components and an ac analyser. (WachaL, p.445) ttre

set up time was excessively long and the measured resul-ts were

less "pure" than those that appeared in textbooks. (Semlyen,

p.2290)

that program and the great

and production of ner¿ digital

have employed a digitat

In the 1970s computer assignments tended to replace the

physical po\,Jer system Iaboratories. However, the large scale

computer often applied batch processing which tended to "move the

emphasis from basic understanding of physical principles to

numerical analysis. " (Hatziargyriou, p.2296) Moreover, the

results could not be seen immediately and the output format was so

poor that the results could not be visualized as meaningful by

students because of the lack of graphics ability. (Hatziargyriou,

p.2296)

In the 1980s the great technical advances in the personal

computer's production and design had made economically feasible

for academic institutions to employ personal computers in their

laboratories. Since then personal computer simulation software

2



for power system studies were under development. Interactive

systens were widely employed to eliminate the disadvantages of the

batch processing common for large scale cornputers. Some of the

programs even used graphics visual display to improve t,he

man-machine interface.

1..3 Problenrs

Physical lab experiments are not adequate for a power system

course because the set-up time is long and the models are hard to

overview and handle. (Semlyen, p.2290) On the other hand,

computer simulations can eliminate these problems since it does

not require to set up any physical model, only mathematical

equations are required. Therefore, it can very specifically modet

one phenomena without the interference of the others.

It is, however, very difficutt to find a suitable software

package for educational use in powen system study especially for
personal computer. Most pioneered research studies and

developments have focused their attention toward utilities. Many

of these can only be used in large scale computers or

mini-computers. Therefore, these prograrns have very poor

user-computen communication and are not highly portable.

Only a few educational purpose nicro-computer programs have

been developed recently. They use interactive programming

techniques to improve the man-machine interface. unfortunately,

3



there is stiII no graphics-driven power system analysis softr+are

commercially available for personal computers in 1987, according

to Norma J. Haakonstad, Sales Manager of the Electrocon

International INC. (Ietter to Professor G.W. Swift). The software

available on the market at that time was called the Electrocon IBM

Personal computer Distribution Primary Analysis System program

(DPAS). However, DPAS was not suitabte for teaching purposes for

the following reasons:

1. The preparation time was long. The student had to go

through 200 pages of user's manual-s and tutorials before

he could nanage the softtrare.

2. The man-machine interface was poor. There was no

graphical display to help the student visualize the whole

system during the data acquisition process. Moreover,

there was no error checking on each entry for syntax

ernors.

3. There was too much data and

student could not go to the por+er

directly. It was distracting.

4. The software þ¡as expensive.

DPAS 4.0 is $5000" according

(PC) Series Price List

Internat ional , Inc. ) It r+as

4

file transferring. The

system analysis pnograms

"The single-copy price for

to the IBM Personal Computer

July 1986. (Electrocon

very difficult for a student



Some researches do include graphics visual display facilities

t,o further improve the man-machine interface. However, their

packages are too complicated for an undergraduate student. For

example, Figure 1.L and Figure 1.2 show the output fnom the Color

Graphical Power System Simulator (GPSS) described by a paper

presented in IEEE,zPES 1988 Winter Meeting. (Yu) The system is too

complex for an undergraduate student. The result plotting is

confusing. Furthermore, it is not yet commercially available.

to afford one if he r¿anted to use it at home.

Therefore, it is necessary to design new software to meet the

academic goals. Professor G. !ü. Swift has given concise

objectives and specifications for the educational software from

the beginning of this development.

L.4 Scope

This repont contains 8 chapters and 1 appendix. Chapter II
gives an overview of the package including the special features

and the hardware requirements. Chapter III to Chapter VII are

detailed descriptions of each program. The sequence is:

transmission line representation, Ioad flow, synmetrical

three-phase fault, unsymmetrical faults and transient stability.

chapter vIII is the conclusion of the thesis. Appendix A contains

the Iisting of each program.



Flgure 1.1. : The One-Llne Dlagram of ItrtrE 39 Bus System

€t---- G8---- G9---- Gê---- Gt---- €8---- 6r_-__ æ_--- 69___-

Figure I.2 z The Curves of Electrlcal Acceleration Angles of
Generator 1.-9

Source for Flg. 1.1 and Flg. I.2 : "A PC Oriented Interactive and
Graphlcal Simulatlon Package for Power System Study. "
IEEE./PES 1988 Wtnter Meeting, New Yonk, New York,
January 31 - February 5, 1988
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graphics-driven package. It provides a portable and user friendly

environment for the power system study. The ultimate goal is to

help the student understand the physical principles and the

characteristics of powen system. The package consists of a set of

programs and a set of corresponding exercises. The programs

include transmission Iine representation, Ioad f1ow, symmetrical

three-phase fault, unsymmetrical faults and transient stability

studies for small power systems. Each program can be run

independently according to the need. The corresponding exercises

were r+ritten by Professor G. l^1. Swift. Easy-to-use features have

been implemented in PC-POWER so that it can be easily fitted into

the tight undergraduate curriculum without further overburdening

the student's work 1oad. In order to achieve the objectives,

specifications were predetermined as follows:

The package, called PC-POWER, is an interactive,

Chapter II

DESCRIPTION OF TITE PACKAGE

The programs should be easy to use. Users should not

required to have any programming knowledge.

2. The prograns should be graphics driven.

7
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graphical input and

instructions should be

t i mes.

3. The prograns should not

entered (transmission

example ) .

graphical output.

clearly shown on the

4. The programs should not

syntax errors during the

"hang*up" if special case data

Iine impedance equals zero,

5. The programs should use simple fixed

should provide the ability for users

conditions easily.

Appropriate

screen at aII

6. The program should be portable.

carry and should be able to run

personal computers.

accept data which would cause

data acquisition process.

is

for

7. Corresponding exercises should be set up to assist the

student to understand the physical principtes rather than

the numerical analysis.

configurations but

to modify the system

8. The softv¡are should be affordable for the student.

This chapter describes t,he selection of a programming

Ianguage, the operating requirements, and the input,/output and

8
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analytical faci I ities.

2. L Select.ion of Programming Language

After the specifications have been defined, t,he prograrnming

Ianguage should be chosen so that it can perform and produce the

expected results. Under these circumstances, the following

requirements should be met:

1. The language should have good graphics facilities since

the whole package is graphics-driven.

2. The language should have plenty of arithmetic functions

and high speed calculation performance since many

arithmetic operations are always involved in obtaining

answers from a set of linear or non-linear equations.

3. The software developed from that language should not be

copyright protected since the package should be easily

available to the student.

Five compilers (interpreters) were investigated: Quick Basic

3.0, GW-Basic, Turbo Pascal 3.014, WATFOR-77, and Turbo C 1. It

was found out that Quick Basic 3.0 and GW-Basic have the best

graphics functions among the five compilers ( interpreters).

(Microsoft QuickBASIC 3. O Manua1 ), (GW-BASIC Interpreter User's

Reference), (Turbo Pascal 3.014 Manual), (WATFOR-77 User's Guide),

I



(TurboClUser'sGuide)

ïn an arithmetic performance test, a test program computing

10,000 repetition of a combination of the tnanscendental

functions, such as sines, cosines, 1ogs, and exponentials, !¡as

implemented on the same computer (without math coprocesson) using

the five compilers (interpreters). The benchmark results are

shown in Table 2.1. The result shows that Quick Basic 3.0 has the

fastest run time. Furthermore, the software developed from Quick

Basic 3.0 does not have copyright restrictions. Therefore, it is

the most suitable language for this research.

Table 2.L: Benchmark results. Run time comparisons Of the
five compilers(interpreter) for computing 10,000
times of combinations of the transcendental
functions, such as sines, cosines, logs, and
exponent ials funct ions.

Language Run Time (seconds)

Quick Basic 3.0

GW-Basic ( interpreter)

Turbo Pascal 3.014

WATFOR-77

Tunbo C L

1.64

632

694

960

650

10



2. 2 Hardware Requirements

PC-POWER is designed to run on an IBM pC, XT, AT or

compatible personal cornputers using PC Dos or MS Dos version z.o

or higher operating system. It requires 2S6K RAM and a CGA

graphics card or equivalent. It needs a dot matrix printer if
printing is required, but the GRAPHICS cornmand on the Dos must be

executed befone using this software.

2. 3 l{odule Organization

PC-POWER consists

Quick-Basic 3. 0 language.

1. Transmission line representation

2. Load-flow analysis

3. SymmetricaL three-phase fault study

4. Unsymmetrical fault study

5. Transient Stability analysis.

of 5 independent programs r¿ritten

They are:

These programs are linked together by a main menu as shown in

Figure 2. L. Each program contains a set of concise predefined

poller systems which are designed to demonstrate a particular

principle. They can be run according to the student's choices.

Figure 2.2 shows the structure of each program. Each program has

its oHn input,/output subroutines and anarytical procedures.

Therefore, each of them can be run independentry. This module

1.1

l-n



structure pnovides good rnaintainability and adaptability as well

as run time efficiency for the softr+are.

MAIN MENU
T. TRANSMISSION LINE REPRESENTAT]ON
2. LOAD FLOW STUDY
3. SYMMETRICAL 3_PHASE FAULT STUDY
4. UNSYMMETR]CAL FAULTS STUDY
5. STABILITY STUDY
6. EXIT

Figure 2. L : Flow Chart of the Module Organization

I2



INITIALIZATIONS

DRAW SINGLE LINE DIAGRAM

DATA ACQUISITION
syntax errors are checked

FINISH ENTRY ?

ANALYT]CAL PROCEDURE

E}GCLITION ERRORS ?

GRAPHICAL OLJ"TPUT

GO TO MAIN MENU ?

Figure 2.2 : Flow Chart of Sub-Program

13



2. 4 Input,/Output Facilities

The key feature of this interactive software is the graphics

visual display facility. This feature promotes the learning

process inmensely. It is used in the data acquisition process. A

drawing of a single-Iine diagram of a predefined power network is

shov¿n on the screen. Data is entered at the network elements on

the single-line diagram by select,ing an appropriate position on

the diagrams using a cursor and typing in an appropriate data.

Every input digit is checked on entry for syntax errors and will

be disregarded when an error is detected. This checking can

effectively eliminate most typing errors. On-screen instructions

are also shown at the bottom of the diagram to guide the student.

The output is also displayed pictorially so that the results can

be visualized more easily and meaningfully. The above features

are implemented to achieve a user friendly environment for the

student.

2.5 Analytical Facilities

Fast solution time is important in an interactive

environment. There are two ways to improve the calculation speed.

The first way is to use a high-performance compiler. However, in

this case, it should also provide good graphics functions. This

has been considered in section 2. L. The second way is to choose

fast and reliable algorithms to tackle the problems, since "in

most of the cases, the mathematical model ( ie. mathematical

14



equations) of the power system problems, are a set of linear or

nonlinear algebraic equations and or differential equations"

(Singh, p.2). Solutions cannot usually be obtained directly and

numerical approaches must be applied. Chapter III to Chapter VII

wiII describe the data requirements and the solution techniques

for each program in detail. Besides the speed, PC-POWER also

handles execution errors caused by overflow or underflow during

the calculations to prevent, abnormal termination. If an error

occurs, the programs will prompt error messages and will direct

the student to go back to the input mode.

15



The objective of this program is to compare the accuracy of

three transmission line representations, namely the short, med.ium

and long transmission line representation, for an overhead 1ine.

The single-line system shown in Figure 3.1 is used to investigate

the accuracy of the three transmission 1ine models. Figure 3.1 is

a single-line diagram representation of a typical 3-phase system

where the generator supplies a balanced-y load through a 3-phase

transmission system.

TRANSMISSION LI¡IE REPRESET{TATTOI{

Chapter III

Generator

Figure 3.1 : Single-Line Diagram

LOAD

of the Test System

i.6



3. L Input Requirements

The performance of an overhead Line is determined by three

distributed parameters: series resistance, series inductance, and

shunt capacitance. Shunt conductance is neglected because the

line loss due to leakage current betl¡een conductors or betr+een

conductors and ground is very small. (Glover p.135)

The performance is usually measured in terms of efficiency

and regulation of the line.

The efficiency of a

% efficiency =

The mathematical expression for the

transmission line is:

line is defined as:

Power delivered at the receiving end

Power sent from the sending end

% regulation =

where

lu*rrl - lu*rrl

I 
u*",- 

|

I 
u"o'- 

I

I 
u*.,- 

|

* 100

the
end

the
end

regulat ion

magnitude of the no-1oad receiving
voltage

magnitude of the fu}l-load receiving
vo I tage

* 100 (3.1)

17



Normally, the receiving end voltage, power, operating

frequency and line length of a given system are known. The

sending end voltage, power, and the performance of the line are

then determined. Therefore, the data required in this program

are:

1. Series resistance, series inductance, shunt capacitance,

and the length of the transnission Iine,

Voltage and power at the receiving end, and

Operating frequency of the system.

2.

3.

3.2 Output Results

In order to compare the accuracy of the three models, sending

end voltage, current and power wilI be calculated using the

mathematical formulations of the three models. The results are

printed in a tabular form for easy cornparison as shov¡n in Figure

3.2. A voltage profile showing that, the voltage varies along the

line can also be generated easily if the student is interested in

it. Figure 3.3 is a computer printout of a voltage profire of a

transmission line.

1B
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3.3 Analyt,ica1 Method

The short and medium line models assume lumped parameters for

actually uniformly distributed parameters. The short line nodel

further neglects the effect of the shunt capacitance. Although

the assumptions simplify the calculations, they can only be

applied for line less than 240km with good accuracy for a. 60Hz

system. (Stevenson pp.90-91) ttre most accurate model is the long

line representation since it models the parameters uniformly along

the Iine.

The foÌlowing nomenclature is adopted in the discussion of

this chapter:

z = series inpedance per unit length

y = shunt admittance per r:nit length

I = length of the I ine

Z = zl = total series impedance

Y = yI = total shunt admittance

Vs = seîding end line-to-neutral voltage

Vn = receiving end line-to-neutral voltage

Is = sending end line current

IR = receiving end line curent

o = operating frequency in radian

20



l. The Short Line Representatlon

The equlvalent ctrcuit of a short line 1s shown ln Fig.

3.4. Only the serles impedance ls included.

+

Ve

The relatlonshlp betv¡een the sending end

necelvlng end quantltles are:

Figure 3.4 : The Short Llne Representatlon

2. The Medium Line Representatlon

L

Vn

The medlum 1lne can be represented by elthen nomlnal-T

on nomlnal-II representatlon. This progran uses the nomlnal-II

representatlon as shown in Fig. 3.5. Half of the total shunt'

capaci.tance ls lumped and located at each end of the llne.

Vs=VR+IRZ

Is = In

the

(3.2)

(3.3)

2tr



Flgure 3.5 : The Medium Llne Representatlon

The sendlng end voltage and cument can be wrltten as:

v, = (3+ + 1) Vn + Z rn (3.4)

Is=yr3++1)Vn*(ZZY *t) In (3.5)

3. The Long Llne Representation

The long llne nepresentatlon 1s the most accurate model

and lt ls also the most difficult one to calculate because lt

distrlbutes the parameters evenly along the Ilne. The

mathematlcal expresslons for the sendlng end voltage and

cr:rrent ln terms of the receivlng end voltage and cument,

ane:

Vs = VR cosh(zl) + IR Zc sinh(zl) (3.6)

t* = H slnh(yl) + In cosh(ul) (3.7)

22



where t={yz m-l

Zc={z/y l¿

7 and Zc are called the propagation constant and the

characteristic impedance, respectively.

The voltage profile of the line is generated using t'he

following equations:

V = VR cosh(Zx) + Ia Zc sinh(zx) (3.6)

where x = the distance measured fron the

receiving end of t,he Iine

23



Load flow calculations determine the steady-state operating

conditions of a power system. A load flow solution provides the

voltage rnagnitude and phase angle at each bus, and hence the real

and reactive power flow in each line. The information is

essential for evaluating and improving the performance of an

existing power system, and for designing a new power system. Load

flow soLutions also give the initial conditions for other studies

such as stability studies. The nathematical formulation of the

load flow problem is a system of nonlinear algebraic equations.

Therefore, numerical techniques are needed in order to solve the

equations using a digital computer.

Chapt,er IV

LOAD FLOW PROGRA}Í

There are both a two bus and a three bus systems in this

program. The two bus system has two generators supplying a load.

Generator 2 and the load are both connected to bus 2 and,

generator L is connected to bus 1.. Bus 1 and bus 2 are connected

together through a three-phase transmission Iine.

The three bus system has two generators supplying two loads

in the following connection. Generator f. is connected to the

24



Bus 2

Figure 4.1. : The Two Bus System in the Load FIow Program

Bus 3

Flgure 4.2 : The Three Bus System ln the Load Flow Frogram
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swing bus (bus 1). Generator 2 and one load are connected to bus

2. The other load is connected to bus 3. Bus L is connected to

bus 2 and bus 3 through a three-phase transmission line. Bus 2

and bus 3 are connected through a tapped changing transformer.

The systens are shown in Figure. 4.7 and Figure . 4.2,

respect ive Iy.

4. L lnput Requirernents

Input data consist of bus, transmission line and transformer

data. Similar to the transmission Iine representation program,

the input data are entered above the elements of the predetermined

single-Iine diagrams but using per-unit quantities instead.

Figure 4.3 shows the input mode of the two bus system.

Each bus in this study is associated with four quantities:

voltage magnitude lVl, its phase angle ð, and real and reactive

power P*jQ. Two of these quantities are specified as input data

and the remaining two quantities are to be computed by the

program. The buses are classified according to the quantities

specified. Table 4. l" summarizes the three types of buses in the

load flow study.
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Bus Type

Load bus

Generator Bus
(Voltage controlled bus)

Swing Bus
(slack bus)

Table 4.1 I Summary of Bus Type in the Load Flow Study

In this program, a transmission line is represented by an

equivalent Tf circuit. Therefore, the required data for a

transmission line is the series impedance and shunt capacitance.

The transformer data includes an off-nominal turns ratio and a

series "leakage" winding inductance.

Specified

Quant it ies

P,a
P, lVl

lvl, ð

Unknown

If the student purposely enters a very large series impedance

for a line, say L00000 pu, and sets zero to its shunt capacitance,

the program can simulate the event of losing a 1ine. Therefore,

contingency studies can also be done with this program.

lvl, ð

Q,ô

P,a

4.2 Output Results

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the program witl

compute the magnitude of voltage and phase angle for each bus, and

the reaL and reactive power flow in each line. Results will be

shor¿n on a single-line diagram with the input data shov¡n at the
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upper left corner of the diagram to provide complete information

for the student. An example of a output results for the two bus

system is shovrn in Figure 4.4.

In the ideal situation, the total real power and reactive

power entering a bus will be equal to the real power and reactive

power leaving the same bus. However, due to the round-off error

of the computer and the unavoidable error in the numerical nethods

such as truncation error, a very small difference in the total

powers entering and leaving a bus, in some cases, does appear in

the output.

4.3 Analytical Method

The system under consideration is assumed to be operating in

a balanced steady-state condition. The analysis requires mainly

the following two steps:

1,. Formulation of the neLwork equations

In this step, the bus admittance matrix Ybus and the

power equations are found. First1y, the swing bus of an N

bus system is taken as reference. Secondly, the (N-1) bus

admittance matrix is assembled as follows:

a-, The diagonal elements:

Ykk = sum of admittances connected to bus k
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b. The off-diagonal elements:

Ykn = -(sum of admittances connected betr^¡een

buskandn), k*n

Final1y, the power equations are derived as foLlor+s:

N

Pr< - jQr< ="lrlvtvnYtnl I otn + ôn - ðt (4. 1)

¡l

... Pr = X lvkvnYrcnl cos (orr, + ðn - ðr) (4.2)
n=1

N

Qt = -X lVtV"Yr."l sin (orr' + ðn - ôr) (4.3)
n=1

where Vk = lvul I On = voltage at bus k

Vn = lV"l I O" = voltage at bus n

Ykn = lVml I ox" = (k,n) element of yuus

Pt = total real power entering bus k

Qt = total reactive power entering bus k

2. Numerical technique to solve the set of equations

This program uses the Newton-Raphson iterative method to

solve the set of power equations. The nethod is fast and

reliable. Moreover, the method can be easily modified to the

decoupled Newton method or the "fast decoupled" Newton

method.
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The Newton-Raphson nethod is based on the Taylor's

series expansion for a function of trvo or more variables.

The object is to find out the voltage magnitude and phase

angle for unknown buses and use the power flow to test

whether the results are acceptable or not. The method is

sumrnarized in the following st,eps:

a. Guess the initial values for the unknor+n buses

voltages and phase angles, setting them to the swing

bus value, and start the iteration counter.

b. Calculate the power mismatch:

ÂPx for generator bus,

ÂPt and ÂQr for load bus.

where

ÂPt=Pk,spec-Pk,calc

ÅQt=Qk,spec-Qk,calc

Both Pr,spec and Qk,spec are specified as the input

data and defined as the real and reactive powers

entering bus k. Pk,catc and Qr,catc are the values

calculated fron the power equations (4.2) and (4.3)

with the guessed voltage magnitude and phase ang1e.

(4.4)

(4.5)
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c. Form the Jacobian

T-
Jr

matrix J.

Jz

ôPz
Að2

:

ôPH
oÒ2

ôPz
dNil

:

ôPH
ãTW

ôQz
dÒ2

'

ôQH;-:-
oÒ2

Where

N

ffi=llvr.v,,Yt,,l sin
n=1
nÉk

ôQz
AðN

:

ôQH

AðN-

(4.6)

ôPz
ãTVNT

:

âPN
ãTUÑI

?l=1 , = tvrvr.r I cos (or*) +alVtl r'^'ÁÃl \

N

I lYr."V"l cos (ot.' + ðn - ðt)
n=1

ôQz
ãTVil-

.

ôQll
ãTrñï

(ot.'+ðn-ðt)

ôQr I
aðk I¿

n=1
n+x

lVtVnYtnl cos (ont + ôn - ðr)

?9=t , = -lvr.vr.u I sin (orr) -alVtl - rrÃv^Ál

N

f, lYt"V"l sin (or.' + ðn - ôr)
n=1

(4.7)

(4. e)

(4. 10)
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APk_=
dôn -lVt<VnYtnl sin (orr, + ðn - ôr), (n + k)

(4.1.2)

fräT = lvtYtnl cos (ot,, + ôn - ôt), (n * k)

ôQk 
=ôôn -lV*VnYtnl cos (or"

#+t = -lvrcYr<nl sin (om

d. Use

Q.

(¡v

(4.13)

+ ðn - ðr), (n * k)
(4.74)

+ôn-ðt), (n+k)
(4. 1s)

Gauss elimination and back substitution to solve

i.6) and find the magnitude and phase correction

& 
^ô) 

of the unknor¿n buses voltages.

[:;]t
e. Estimate the new bus voltages as follow:

Ii::r ]=[il ].I

It:;l

f. Go to step b. and continue the process until atl the

power mismatches are less than the predefined

tolerance (0.0001) or until the iteration is greater

than predetermined number (20) in this program. If

convergence is obtained, then the answers are

^
^

(4. 16)

^fÒtt
Ivil (4.1,7)
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accepted and t,he pol¡er f low at each I ine

calculated. Otherwise, the program wiII print

message indicating that no acceptable answer

obtained.

The flol chart of the Ner^¡ton-Raphson algorithm is shown in

Figure 4.5.

The real. power is mostly affected by the voltage phase angle

and the reactive power is greatly affected by the voltage

magnitude at the bus. The rate of change of real power r+ith

respect to voltage magit,ude and the rate of change of reactive

polJer with respect to phase angle are very small and can be

ignored. The decoupled Newton nethod, therefore, sets Jz and Js

in the Jacobian rnatrix equal to zero i.e. ffiW = O, # = 0. The

set of equations in (4.16) can be decoupled to:

1S

a

is

t^Pl=[Jl]t^ðl

t^Ql=[J¿]t^vl

A Lot of time

to (4.16) for

The process can be speeded up even

assumes aII buses voltage magnitudes are

bus value and bus phase angles are

mathemat ical 1y:

34

can be saved for solving (4.18) and

a large system.

(4. 18)

(4. ie)

(4.19) compared

further, if

very close to

almost the

the program

the swing

same. Or,



Vr

ðr

x Vn x 1.0 pu and

=ðn

Then the system of equations

l.LP/lvll=[B']t^ðl

t^Q./lvl l=[8"]l^vl

where I B'

Ybus. Both

i terat i ons .

beginning.

can be simplified to:

land[8"]

lB'land

Therefore,

However, if the student enters unrealistic data, such as a

highly resistive transmission line and different voltages at

different buses, then the above assumptions are no 1onger valid.
The methods may not converge and results cannot be found.

Therefore, they are not used here.

are parts of the imaginary components of

I B" ] are unchanged throughout the

they need to be calculated once at the

(4.20)

(4.21)
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Input Data

Initial Guess
Vo,ðo

Set counter k =

Error
message

Calculate Power Mismatch
AP,AQ

Converge ?

Solve

lt;l l'lh;l
Est imate

l;l hl.[t;]

Output
resul ts

Figure 4.5 :

k=k+1

Flow Chart of the Newton-Raphson Method
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A symmetrical three-phase fault

current distribution and voltages on

conditions. This information is

adequate protective scheme.

SYMI,IETRI CAL THREE-PHASE

Chapter V

The symmetrical three-phase fault program accepts an unloaded

bolted three-phase fault at any bus or anywhere arong a rine of a.

predefined two bus system. The system has two generators

connected together through two parallel three-phase transmission

lines. The one-Iine diagram of the power system is shown in

Figure 5. L.

FATJLT PROGRAM

study provides fault current,

a power system during fault

important in designing an

5. L Input, Requirements

The most severe but the least common fault is the symmetrical

three-phase fault. The system remains balanced after the fautt.

Therefore, single-phase representation of the power system is

sufficient in the study. This program adopts per unit quantities

in the input and output.
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The following assumptions are nade to reduce the input data

and simplify the calculation:

7. Each machine is represented by a constant vortage source

in series with a constant subtransient reactance.

2. AII the static loads are neglected and att prefauì.t bus

voltages are set at t I Oo.

3. Transmission lines are represented by equivalent II

c ircui ts.

Because of the assumptions, the input data is reduced to:

1,. The location of the fault..

2. Positive sequence impedance and shunt capacitance of

transmission line.

3. The subtransient reactance for each machine.

5.2 Output Result.s

The program calculates the fault current, the current

distribution and the bus voltage during the fault. The results

are printed at the appropriate locations on the same single-line

diagram. The input data will also be shown at the upper left
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Figure 5.1 : Tlro Bus System of the 3-phase Fault pnogram
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corner of the screen. Figure 5.2 is a computer printout of a

output results of the program.

5.3 Analytical Method

The method used in this prograJn can be summarized in the

followings. FirstIy, assemble the bus admittance matrix ybus as

described in the load flow progna:n. The machine's reactance has

to be included. secondly, find the inverted matrix called the bus

impedance matrix Zuus. Finalty, determine the fault current by

the following equations (stevenson, p. 262 ) assuming that the

fault is at bus n:

Ifault (n) =

where Ifault (n) = the totat fault current at bus n

Vp (n) = the prefautt voì.tage of bus n

Zuus (n,n) = (n,n) element of Zuus

Vp (n)

Zuu= (n, n)

Then, calculate the voltage for each bus by the equation:

V (k) = Vp (k)

where

(5. 1)

Z¡us (k, n)

V (k) = the postfault voltage

Vp (k) = the pnefault voJ,tage

40

Zbus (nrn)
Vp (n)

on

on

bus

bus

(s.2)
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Fina1 Iy, find the cument distribution on each transmission line

by the equation:

Vp (n) = the prefault voltage on bus n

I¡-¡ =
v(j)-v(k)

Zt J-ul

I.¡-t = the postfault current between bus j and k

V (j), V (k) = the postfault voltage of bus j and k

Z(l-k) = the impedance between bus j and k

However, there is a restriction in using this program. The

student should not enter zero or very small number for series

impedance, say 0+j0 or 0+j0.00001., for a transmission Iine

because the bus admittance matrix forned by the computer will be a

singular or very close to a singular matrix. Therefore, either

the inverted mat,rix cannot be found or the inverted matrix formed

by t.he computer is not correct because the round-off error caused

by the computer during the inversion process will be much bigger

than the true results.

(s.3)
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The unsymmetrical faults program includes studies of single

Iine-to-ground, llne-to-Ilne and double rrne-to-gnound faults of a

predetermlned power system. The program can analyse the above

faults with or wlthout fault impedance zr in the fault path. The

single-line diagram of the power system is shown in Figure 6.1.

The system has a Y-connected generaton supplying a y-connected

machlne through a three-phase transmission llne with a three-phase

bank tnansformer connected to each end of the transmisslon line.

T'NSYHI'ÍETRICAL FAT'LTS PROGRAM

Chapter VI

O{
T1

Figure 6.1: The single-Line Diagram of the power system in
the Unsymmetrical Faults program

Bus I

r?,

Bus 2
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6.L Input Requirenents

Input data in this progran is entered. in tr+o separated

diagrams. In the first d.iagram, the input data is:

1,. The

2. The

Different types of transformer connection and zero-sequence

equivalent circuits are shown in Figure 6.2. The three kinds of
unsymmetrical faults on a three-phase transmission Iine is shown

in Figure 6.3. Alt,hough each fault is connected with a fault
impedance, the student can analyse the bolted fault easily by

entering zero as the fault impedance. similarly, the student can

change the generator and motor grounding to solidly grounded or

ungrounded by entering a zero or a large number for the grounding

inpedance of the generator and motor.

connection of each transformer and

type of fault Ìocated at bus 2.

To avoid crowding on the screen, the prognam produces a

second picture containing the sequence networks with

interconnection at the fault location and the transformer

connections of the system according to the information obtained in
the first picture. The student is required to enter generator,

motor, transmission line and transformer data at the appropriate

Iocations' The program represents the generator and motor as a

constant voltage source in series with an impedance, and the

prefault voltage for each internal voltage source is assumed to be

13
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b

c

(a) Slngle 1[ne-to-Eround fau]t

ët

b

c

(b) Ll.ne-to-llne fault

a

b

c

:
(c) DoubLe ll,ne-to-ground €ault

Flgure 6.3 : Connectlon of t,he Hypothetlcal Stube for Var1ous

Faults through Impedance
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,01 I 0 The program uses a short

transmission Iine. The transformer

winding impedance. The input mode

shown in Figure 6.4.

6.2 Output Results

The fault current and current distribution, and the postfault

voltages at, the fault location in each sequence network will be

shown in a sequence network diagram. Figure 6.5 is an output

results of a Iine-to-line fault.

line model to represent the

data includes series "Ieakage"

of a line-to-line fault is

6.3 Analytical Method

The analytical procedure is simplified by using symmetrical

components. In a three-phase system, the symmetrical components

are called zero, positive and negative sequence. Sequence

networks are interconnected only at the fault location during an

unsymmetrical fault. Only the positive sequence network contains

voltage sources. The neutral of the system is the reference for

positive and negative sequence networks. However, the ground is

the reference for the zero-sequence network. Therefore, the

zero-sequence current can flow only if a circuit from the neutral

to the ground is complete.
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The symmetrical components of current and voltage at the

fault location can be obtained easily provided that the

interconnection between the sequence networks of the power system

are properly connected. The sequence networks connections of

various types of unsymmetrical faults are shown in Figure 6.6.

Fault impedance Zr in the single Iine-to-ground and double

line-to-ground faults are tripled to account for the fact that the

zero sequence current is one-third of the neutral current. The

program first finds out the Thevenin equivalent between the fault

location and the reference bus for each sequence network. For

positive sequence network, the Thevenin equivalent is the prefault

voltage Vr' (i.e. tLgt l connected in series with positive-sequence

impedance Zr. For negative and zero sequence networks , the

Thevenin equivalents are the negative-sequence impedance Zz and

zero-sequence impedance Zo, respectively. Having the connections

of various faults and the Thevenin equivalents for each sequence

network, the equations for fault currents and fault voltages are

derived as follows:

Single line-to-ground fault (phase a to ground):

Ia1=Ia2=Iao

Ia1 =
Zt+Zz+Zo+32,î

Vr

(6.1)
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Va1

Va2

Vao

=VF-IatZt

= -Ia| Zz

= -Iat Zo

Line-to-I ine fault (phase b to c)

Iao = 0,

fal =

Ia1 = -Ia2

Vr

Va1

Va1

Zt+Zz+Zr

= Va2

=VF

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

Doub1e Iine-to-ground

- Iat Zt

fa1 =

fault (phase

(6.6)

Zt+

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6. e)

Ia2 = (-Iar)

Vr

b to c to ground):

Zz (Zo + 3Zr)

Zz+Zo+3ZF

Zo + 3Zr

Iao = (-Iar)

Va1 =

Va2 =

Zz+7s+3ZF

Zz

Yaz

-Iaz Zz

Zz+Zo+3ZF

(6.10)

(6. 11)
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Vao = -Iao Zo

where fa1 = phase a positive-sequence current flows out
of the positive-sequence network through the
fault location

Ia2 = phase a negative-sequence current flows out
of the negative-sequence network through the
fauLt location

fao = phase a zero-sequence current flows out of
the zero-sequence network through the fault
locat ion

Va1 = phase a positive-sequence fault voltage

Va2 = phase a negative-sequence fault voltac'e

Vao = phase a zero-sequence fault voltage

(6.1s)
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A transient stability study provides information on the

capability of a power system to remain in synchronism during major

disturbances such as loss of generating or transmission

facilities, sudden load changes, or momentary faults. The study

is best performed with a digitaÌ computer since the study involves

a load flow analysis and solving differential equations

representing synchronous machines. A step-by-step numer-ical

method is required to solve the differential equations because the

closed form solutions cannot be found.

Chapter VII

TRANSIEMT STABILTTY PROGRAI{

This program analyzes only the first swing transient

stability; in other word, damping is negJ.ected, and voltage and

speed controls are neglected. The differential equations are

solved by the Runge-Kutta method. In addition, the following

assumptions are applied in this program:

I. The magnitude of the internal voltage of each machine

remains constant throughout the transient period.

2. The rnechanical power delivered to

52
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unchanged during the entire tnansient period.

3. Only synchronous frequency currents and voltages are

consldered: dc offset currents and harmonics components

are neglected.

The progran will slmulate a faulted and

situation of a pnedetermlned multlmachlne system.

3-phase fault will occur on any llne ln the system specifled by

t.he student. Then the fault wtll be cleared by simultaneously

opening the circult breakers at the ends of the faulted line after

a specified clearing time has been reached. The multimachine

system is shown ln Figure 7.1. The system has two generators, a

infinite bus and two loads. The pnognam will ¡nonitor the notor

Ld4

a.

A

postfaulted

symmetrlcal

Flgure 7.7 : The One-Line Dlagram of
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angles of the two machines operating

entire period.

7. L Input Requirements

Input data for this program includes:

in the systen throughout

1. Transmission Iine data

2. Load bus, generator bus and swing bus data.

3. Machine data

4. FauIt clearing time and the transient period

which the program has to monitor.

5. Plotting information.

The transmission line data and the bus data are specified as

mentioned in the load flow program because a load ftow analysis

will be done first to find out the initial voltages and the

electrical power outputs from each machine.

the

The machine data includes the transient reactance Xa and the

machine inertia constant H since each machine is represented by a

constant internal voltage source in series with a transient

reactance.

The fault clearing time and the transient period are both

specified in seconds. The transient period is normally set to

about one second since in the real situation the governor will be
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responding and the mechanical power input to each machine wiII

start changing. Therefore, the machine model will no longer be

valid. The diagram shor¿n in Figure 7.2 is the input mode of this

progran.

7.2 Output Result.s

The program will produce a table to summarize the results

obtained from the load flow analysis. The results will contain

the voltage and power at each bus. After obtaining the necessary

plotting information, the program wiII plot the machine angles

versus time graph for both machines as shown in Figure 7.3.

7.3 Analytical Method

After the data has been obtained, the program starts the

analysis in the following order:

I. A Load flow analysis, the modified Newton-Raphson Method,

is executed to compute the initial bus voltages, the

initial machine curents and the machine electrical power

outputs. The mechanical power is set to the initiaÌ

machine electrical power. The transient internal" voltage

of each machine is then calculated using the equation.

Ei=EilÈ=V"t+ (iXd)Ii
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Where Vct and Ii are the initial bus voltage and current

corresponding to the machine i. The angle ði is the

initial poller angle of the machine i.

2. Each load is converted to a constant admittance to ground

at its bus using the equation

Pr- - jQr-

lu'1"

Where Pr- t jQl is the power delivered to the load and lVtl

is the magnitude of the corresponding bus voltage. The

transient reactance of each machine and the shunt load

admittance are then included in forming the prefault bus

admittance matrix.

3. The prefault bus admittance matrix is modified to reflect

the 3-phase fault condition. The row and column element,s

corresponding to the fault location will disappear because

the fault bus is merged with the reference bus. AII other

buses except the generator buses are eleminated to reduce

the size of the matrix by repeatedly using the equation

(7.2)

Yrn Yr.¡
Yt¡ (new) = YtJ - 

"".,

Where Yt¡ (new) is

(n-1) x (n-1)

the (k, j) element

matrix.
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Yk.¡, Ykn, YnJ, Ynn are the elements of the old

n x n matrix.

4. Set the power-angle equation for

Solve the rotor angle ði from the

2Ht d2ði
= Pml - Pet

dt2

Where Pei is the electrical power output from the

machine i and is calculated using equation (4.2).

Pmt is the mechanical power input to the
machine i

Hi is the machine inertia constant of the
machine i

t¡.rs is the synchronous frequency of the
machine i

ôi is the machine angle of the machine i.

the faulted condition.

equat ion.

The power-angle equation is solved by the fourth

order Runge-Kutta method. The transient period is equally

divided into 75 intervals. Each interval has time 
^t.

The machine angle at time t + 
^t 

is computed by

substitut.ing the estimated value obtained at time t into

the power angle equation and then used the fourth order

Runge-Kutta method to solve the t+Åt's value. The process

goes on until the fault is cleared or the transient period

is over.

(7 .4)
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5. If the fault is cleared, then the program will modify the

prefault bus admittance matrix. When the fault is cleared

by removing the faulted Iine, the program can accomplish

this change by setting the elements coresponding to the

fault line in the bus admittance matrix to zero and

subtracting one-half of the line capacitance from the

elements corresponding to buses which the faulted Iine is

removed. The new matrix is again reduced to include only

the generator buses using equation (7.3).

6. Set and solve the new power-angle equation for the rest of

the transient period. The last estimated value obtained

from the fault,ed condition will be used as the initial

condition for the new pol¡er-angle equation.

In order to save memory space, the program plots the machine

angles immediately after the angles are solved at each interval

The procedure is surnmarized in Figure 7.1,.
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Determine Initial Machine Condition

Load Flow Analysis

Form Prefault Bus Admittance Matrix

Form Faulted Bus Admittance Matrix
Form PostfauLt Bus Admittance Matrix
Set Power-Angle Equations

Let T=TransientPeriod
Set Timet=0

TimeStep LL=T/75

Increase t=t+Ât
Solve Power-Angle Equations At t
Using 4th Ord." Runge-Kutta Method

Plot Machine Angle Vs Time Graph

Is The Fault Cleared ?

Switch to Postfault Power-Angle Equations

Ist>T?

Figure 7.4: FIow Chart60f the Transient Stabitity



A set of personal computer programs has been developed for

introductory electric power system analysis. The programs are

capable of solving the following type of problems in predefined

power systems:

Chapt,er VIII

SI.'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Transmission Line representation

2. Load FIow Studies

3. Symmetrical Three-phase Faults

4. Unsymmetrical Faults

5. Transient Stability.

The following user friendly features are implemented to make

the programs suit a teaching environment:

1. The programs can be run on an inexpensive system: IBM-PC

with a CGA card or equivalent.

2. The programs adopt graphic aided interactive techniques to

improve the nan-machine interface. Every program uses

graphical input and graphical output.

Execution time is fast. Results can be seen in seconds.

Syntax eror is checked in the data acquisition process.

6L
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During an analysis, if an execution error causes abnormal

termination, the user will be asked to enter another

input.

From a teaching point of view, the programs provide a very

user-friendly teaching tooJ. in power system engineering.

There are some conclusions:

7. Quick-Basic 3.0 is a very good language for writing a.

graphics based program. It has many graphics functions

and has fast execution speed. Moreover, the developed

softr¡are is not copyright protected.

The Newton-Raphson method is very good a load-flow study

since it is fast and reliable. With some simplifications

the Newton-Raphson method can be modified to the decoupled

Newton method, or "fast decoupled" method. However, there

is a trade off between reliability and speed which is not

worthwhile for an educational software.

It is important to check for unreasonable data (e. g. zero

impedance for a transnission line) to ensure it does not

cause computational overflow or underflow.

2.

3.
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Copies of the programs are too long (1S0 pages) to be

included here. see Prof. G. I.I. sr+ift or K. F. Hong for copies.

Appendix A

Listing of Source Programs
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